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With the widening gap between overhead expenses and reimbursement, management of the revenue cycle is a critical part
of a successful vascular surgery practice. It is important to review the data on all the components of the revenue cycle:
payer contracting, appointment scheduling, preregistration, registration process, coding and capturing charges, proper
billing of patients and insurers, follow-up of accounts receivable, and finally using appropriate benchmarking. The
industry benchmarks used should be those of peers in identical groups. Warning signs of poor performance are discussed

enabling the practice to formulate a performance improvement plan. (J Vasc Surg 2009;50:1232-8.)
Cash flow is a critical necessity for practice survival and
growth. Converting services rendered to the revenue re-
quired to meet expenses is a basic requirement of any
business or service organization. The supplies and services
may vary, but the inescapable common goal necessary for
success is to produce income that exceeds expenses. There
are a multitude of internal and external pressures that will
impact the ability of a business to survive and they will differ
depending on the type of organization. However, what
does not differ is the need for a comprehensive, systematic,
and orderly plan to insure prompt payment when a service
is provided.

Today we face a difficult economic situation that in-
cludes a tight credit market, increased unemployment, and
a large uninsured population. A medical practice is directly
affected by the national economy in addition to parochial
issues such as problems of third party insurance payers
increasingly denying claims and either reducing or delaying
payments.

Although all businesses have policies and procedures
for collecting accounts receivable, the healthcare industry
has one of the most formal action plans to deal with
monetary collections. This has become mandatory due to
the complexity of the reimbursement system. The study of
the revenue cycle has become an extremely important topic
for medical practices. Some smaller physician practices and
healthcare facilities concentrate on several key components
while many larger groups have intricate systems in place to
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deal with even the most minor detail. It matters not what
size group you are in. What matters is that you are aware of
the steps involved in the cycle and that your group is
faithfully utilizing those that are appropriate to your prac-
tice to capture every dollar due. While private practices
either have specialized staff within their offices or out
source back office functions to a billing agency, hospitals
have generally not been regarded as being efficient with
physician billing. This is partly because the net revenue per
unit of care or the average reimbursement per filed claim is
significantly lower for physician professional charges com-
pared with aggregated hospital charges and the multiple
charges per patient with the former tend to get over looked.
With increasing integration of physician practices, hospitals
can either choose to form a management services organiza-
tion (MSO), which deals with the physician revenue cycle
or attempt to achieve economies of scale by incorporating
the function within the hospital billing department. MSOs
are usually hospital owned where billing and collections are
part of a larger menu of services and billing software may
not be designed for individual practices. Revenue cycle
management firms may charge from 2% to 10% of collec-
tions depending on how much front-end work the practice
performs, the specialty and the volume of charges.1

We will touch on each of these areas and attempt to
show the importance of each in reaching a successful end
result. As a physician, you need not be an expert on every
detail involved in the revenue cycle. However, it is impor-
tant that you know what they are and insure that your
business staff is devoting the proper attention to each.

In general, the components of the revenue cycle follow
a systematic progression that closely mimics the patient’s
journey through their individual medical episode. One step
builds on the other in a logical flow leading to the final
objective—payment in full.

In the past, much of this effort was the responsibility of
the back office billing department, which was responsible

for billing patients and third party payers after a service was
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performed. However, third party insurance billing has be-
come so complicated that we can no longer afford the
delays involved in billing claims that are “not clean.” Once
these claims leave our office, they are subject to delays and
denials that result in further research, reprocessing, and
more delays. On average, a denial rate of 12% is quite
common. This double effort bogs down our staff, slows the
processing of current work, and results in higher accounts
receivable. More importantly, the much needed payment is
delayed.

So, instead of starting in the middle by depending on
our back office, we begin the process of gathering complete
and accurate information right from the first contact with
the patient. Obtaining the most accurate and timely infor-
mation up front will insure that a “clean claim” is promptly
filed at the completion of the patient’s treatment. The
result should be timely payment with the added benefit of
only handling the claim one time. This time savings can
then be devoted to aggressive follow-up of those claims
that defied our best efforts and need further attention to be
brought to a successful conclusion.

COMPONENTS OF THE REVENUE CYCLE

The revenue cycle consists of the following major com-
ponents. At each step it is important to not only complete
or obtain the required information, but also to review the
previous steps to insure that the information gathered thus
far is accurate and complete.

Payer contracting

Having agreements in place and having your physician
members credentialed with those payers you wish to con-
tract with is a basic requirement for participation and
payment. There is no requirement to participate if your
group determines that it is not advantageous to do so.
Evaluation of the potential patient load, reimbursement
allowances, administrative requirements, and contract
terms must be performed. A contract that provides little
volume and low reimbursement serves little purpose vs a
medium range reimbursement agreement with higher pa-
tient volumes. However, be cautious if your group finds
itself in a position where the volume becomes so high that
the loss of the payer could jeopardize the group’s financial
stability. Always be alert to the contract terms, not just
the reimbursement schedule. The administrative burdens
could be so onerous as to make collections difficult and
time consuming. Read the entire contract. Get help inter-
preting it if you do not understand specific language. The
contract was written by the payer and for the payer and few,
if any, changes will be permitted, so be extra cautious.
Contracts should also be reviewed every year. A “tickler”
file must be set up as a reminder of the contracts coming up
for renewal and review. This is especially true of “ever-
green” contracts that renew automatically on an annual
basis unless one of the parties proposes changes.

A note of caution on credentialing and re-credentialing
of new and existing physicians. The payer will be accepting

or renewing providers into the plan, but the effective date
may not coincide with the physicians start date. Payer
credentialing usually can not begin until the privileges are
approved and can take from 6 to 9 months to complete with
no guarantee of back dating the effective date.

Challenge. Credentialing by hospitals and payers are
two entirely different processes. Some payers drag this
process out which results in the physician seeing patients
before he/she is an accepted provider. This can result in a
significant number of rejections and nonpayment because
the physician was not credentialed on the date of service.
Result: free service. Physicians may lose as much as
$514,000 in unbillable services by the time credentialing is
completed.2 It is imperative to start both processes early
and keep in touch with the administrative staff to quickly
address any issues that might delay your approval.

Appointment scheduling

Although this encounter with the new or established
patient is for the purpose of scheduling the appointment,
there is a great deal more being set into motion. Once
scheduled, the preregistration and registration functions
described below are scheduled as well. These two steps will
play a major part in achieving our goal of increased collec-
tions. This is the appropriate time to identify services that
may not be covered. Whether Medicare or another payer,
an advance beneficiary notice (ABN) should be prepared
and signed by the patient acknowledging that they under-
stand that they may be responsible for payment in full for
the services to be performed.

The scheduling system can also provide a great deal of
valuable information to the practice. Even a fairly basic
scheduling system can provide much data that can help a
practice get a good view of its patient population. Informa-
tion such as age, sex, zip code sorts, referring physicians,
and no show rates can assist the practice in tailoring its
functions to the patient needs. The system should also
include an automated appointment reminder function and
perhaps even allow our more computer minded patients to
schedule their own visits.

Challenge. Scheduling software systems should be
able to assist a practice in managing the ubiquitous problem
of “no shows,” which has an adverse effect on resource
utilization and revenue. If the no-show problem is signifi-
cantly over 5%, the method used to schedule patients must
be reviewed.3

Preregistration

This advance contact with the patient saves time by
establishing a file for new patients and updating and verify-
ing information on established patients. Patients move,
change jobs, enroll in different insurance plans, marry, and
change names. Whether done by phone or mail, this step
provides an unhurried opportunity to make sure everything
we believe to be true about the patient is up to date and
accurate. Online registration is becoming more user
friendly and can simultaneously validate the patient’s ad-

dress with the US postal service, confirm an existing patient
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record, verify eligibility with the insurer, and transfer ap-
propriate information to the billing part of the system.

The preregistration period also allows time to verify
insurance coverage and to confirm that the anticipated
services will be eligible for payment. Determining eligibility
is difficult because patients switch plans frequently and do
not remember to notify the practice. Phone calls to verify
coverage are time consuming. Swipe card terminals to
verify eligibility are now available for some insurance com-
panies. Many of the larger payers offer web based on-line
access to their enrollment files for participating providers.
Most state Medicaid plans do the same. These resources are
faster and more reliable than the phone and there is no cost.
We can also check for prior balances that are still due and
arrange for payment along with any current deductibles and
coinsurance that may be due for the scheduled visit. A few
insurers such as United Healthcare offer “real-time claims
adjudication” enabling your office to collect any out-of-
pocket payments from the patient before checking out.
Reminding the patient to bring insurance cards is also
required.

This step is sometimes omitted because “we just don’t
have the time.” This is an empty argument. If all of the
above is accomplished in the preregistration step, the pa-
tient arrives, quickly confirms their personal and demo-
graphic information, provides insurance cards to copy, pays
any amount due, and is ready to be seen. Further, after
billing there will be no delays since the visit has been
preauthorized. Compare this with; “Oh, I moved and
changed jobs, now I have X insurance instead of Y, no one
told me I had to pay or I forgot my insurance card.” A
comment was once made that stated “How come there is
no time to do it right but we always seem to have time to do
it over?” Do it once and do it right the first time.

Challenge. Online automated systems are usually effi-
cient and save staffing costs but be aware that they have
significant up-front costs, require on going upgrade ex-
penses, and may not suit a personal interaction preferred by
many older patients.

Registration

If the above preregistration has been handled properly,
there should only be a few things to complete upon the
patient’s arrival for their appointment: A brief review of the
demographic and financial information, obtain any re-
quired signatures, copy insurance cards, and collect any past
due and/or current balances.

Challenge. The above reference to past due balances
being collected at this point cannot be over emphasized.
Some will say that it is inappropriate to ask for money and
patients will be embarrassed or offended. This is simply not
accurate. Patients expect to be asked to pay just as they are
asked at the dentist, veterinarian, car repair shop, or grocery
store. The simple fact is that it is expensive to send monthly
bills and our ability to collect diminishes as time passes.
Experts in the collection field tell us that once a bill reaches
ninety (90) days old, the chances of collection drop to 50%.

At one year, the chances for collection plummet to 11%.4
The clear message is that the greatest effort should be made
to collect the patient deductible and copay at the time of
service. Once the patient leaves the office, the chances for
collection begin to diminish rapidly.

Charge capture/coding

As third party payer fee schedules continue a downward
spiral and we face the pressures of an economy that is
damaging our ability to collect what is due, it becomes even
more important to identify and charge for every legitimate
service provided to our patients. The physician or extender
must document specifically what services were rendered
and submit the appropriate billing information. Whether
the billing system used in the practice is completely manual
or highly automated, the services must be able to be iden-
tified for billing. This may take the form of a simple billing
sheet or the most modern hand held device that assists in
coding, verifying that documentation is adequate and in-
suring that all services are captured for billing. Real-time
input of charges into hand held devices may significantly
decrease the number of first-pass edits prior to being sent to
payers. However, the down side to most current devices is
that there is little scope for alteration or notations unless
comments are entered into a separate field for billing staff.
Missing even one office visit or procedure a day can cost
many dollars over time.

Whether our physician’s code or we use chart abstrac-
tors or coding specialists, we must provide the tools to
complete the job. Making sure our coders are certified,
have access to current journals and publications, and attend
learning events represents a good investment for the prac-
tice. In addition, they need the most current coding books
or software programs to properly code the services. This is
critical for a multitude of reasons including getting the
correct payment for the service provided, getting paid
promptly and eliminating delays in payment. A side benefit
is the avoidance of a third party payer audit that could result
in substantial paybacks for incorrect or improper billing.

Many practices do not regularly review and raise their
rates and as a result, could be leaving money on the table.
Inaccurate coding may result in loss of revenue or fraud
investigations leading to sanctions, penalties, and exclusion
from participation in government programs. Review your
charges and compare them to payments. If you notice
receipt of full or almost full payment for a service, it is time
to adjust your charge master. Somewhere along the line the
procedure was re-valued by the payer(s) and you missed it.
Speaking of charge masters, review yours annually to add
new current procedural terminology (CPT) codes and re-
move outdated ones so that claims payment is not delayed.

It is also a wise move for the billing staff and the
physician to develop a good working relationship and
spend time educating each other. The billing staff needs to
fully understand the services our physicians perform. The
physician must depend on and learn the multitude of
billing rules from the coder. Each of them working
together will ensure that every service was documented

and billed correctly.
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Challenges.

(1) For vascular surgeons offices, the large ticket proce-
dural services are not often missed. However, the
smaller but more numerous professional charges (con-
sultations, office visits, and lab interpretations) are
likely to be missed by the surgeon and the billers. This
can be minimized by electronically matching the
scheduling system with the billing system to search for
missed billing opportunities. If necessary, this can be
done manually to capture this important source of
missed revenue.

(2) Physician documentation, mostly about medical neces-
sity is the single largest source of missed revenue op-
portunities and denials (30%) followed by insufficient
or inaccurate information about eligibility, authoriza-
tions and demographics.5 Coding staff that shadow
physicians often report that much revenue is lost simply

Table. Common metrics and benchmarks in a revenue cyc

Parameter Metric

Patient access % of patients with complete
and accurate pre-
registration information

Complete preregi

Compliance with physician
authorization
requirement

Billing Charge lag time Average # days fro
Clean claims submitted % clean claims/to
Overturn of denials
Paper remittances Paper remittances

Cash
management

Month’s revenue in
accounts receivable

Accounts receiva

Monthl

Gross collection ratio Cash received f

G

Net collection ratio Cash received f

N

Accounts
receivable/
collection

Posting of cash and
contractual allowance

Average payment period Curren

�Total expences

Average collection period
or days in patients
accounts receivable

Net patient acc

Pat

Accounts receivables �90 days

Expenses Cost to collect Total cost of all b
Bad debt expense 88% of gross or ne

Overhead % Total non-physic

Cash colle

�
Total non-

Total

Most benchmarks are based on Medical Group Management Association 2
because the physician fails to document completely.
The work has been done, but there is no record. Not
only is revenue lost, but it is also not good patient care.

Insurance/patient billing

If you have done everything right so far, you should be
almost ready to send a “clean” claim out for payment. The
coverage has been verified, copies of insurance cards and
signatures are on file, all charges are captured and docu-
mented and the right CPT codes and charges are recorded
on the claim. Consider using prebilling edit or “claim
scrubber” software to review your claim. Little things like
missing a digit on a code, a date of birth, a medically
inconsistent CPT code, not identifying the patient’s sex, etc
can all cause a claim to be returned to you for more
information resulting in unnecessary delays.

Be aware of the payer’s rules. You have a contract that
requires you to do certain things within certain timeframes.

Formula
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Do not get caught in the administrative hassles seemingly
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designed to trip you up and delay or deny payment. When
you are paid, match the payment with the contract to make
sure you are paid correctly and file appeals.

If your billing system provides for electronic billing and
payment posting, use it at every opportunity. It is fast,
efficient, and accurate. Good billing software often includes
“scrubbers,” which identify obvious technical problems
such as a mis match between the CPT code and the national
Classification of Diseases–9th Revision–Clinical Modifica-
tion (ICD) code. Some practice management software
allows for automated tracking of any variance between
contracted rates and insurance reimbursement.

Challenges.

(1) Most billing offices do not define division of labor,
particularly with a new physician’s joining a practice.
Proactively developed job descriptions must be de-
signed that provide for easily measured goals and ob-
jectives. A standardized orientation process must be in
place for new hires.

(2) Significant cultural differences exist between private
practice and hospital based billing offices. This must be
anticipated and dealt with.6

Accounts receivable follow-up

Most often a claim is paid promptly and correctly, and
we hardly notice because everything went smoothly and
following our previous revenue cycle steps was rewarded.
Since that is not always the case, we must be prepared to
find out what went wrong.

Typically, work files are created based on criteria the
practice deems important. Most often it is best to work the
newer, high dollar accounts first since these would be most
likely to produce a positive result. However, all accounts

Used with permission 

Fig 1. Monthly trending of charges w
should be worked with not only the goal of ultimate
collection in mind, but also to determine what previous
effort failed and how it can be reinforced in the future.
Inevitably, some accounts will be referred to a collection
agency, but we want to be sure that we have done all we
could before doing so. Our goal, of course, is for them to
collect as little as possible on the accounts we give them. If
they collect a lot, we have not done our jobs.

Tracking AR is traditionally done by counting the days
since the date of the service. Charges and collections are
trended monthly (Fig 1). The problem is that unless some-
one gets into each account detail, it is hard to tell whether
steps have been taken to resolve the account. A different
method is to re-age or recalibrate the account by when the
account was last acted upon and then sort active denials,
accounts with a credit balance, uncoded claims, and claims
past due into a priority queue.7

The staff works with third party payers every day. They
should be cultivating relationships with them since they will
be the ones able to determine what needs to be corrected to
get a claim paid or cut through the red tape.

Amounts due from patients may represent a small per-
centage of an individual claim, but collectively they add up
quickly to substantial sums. These smaller balances need to
be pursued although we need to be alert to wasted effort
and expending more time and funds than the account is
worth. Often it is wiser to write off the small balance and
consider the possibility of recovery sometime in the future
on a subsequent visit.

For higher balance accounts, there should be a policy in
place that sets forth a formula for reasonable fixed payments
over a predetermined time span. A requirement to pay in
too short a time with high payments will fail. Low payments
over extended periods of time will eventually result in

 

3-month average and benchmarking.
payments slowing and then ceasing completely. This might
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be a good time to consider offering a discount for a lump
sum settlement to resolve the debt. The prospect of imme-
diate payment and the reduced cost of billing may be
appealing to both the practice and the patient. Do not
be shy about having the patient fill out a financial disclosure
form. This will help determine whether they can afford the
terms you propose. It benefits no one to propose a payment
plan that has no hope of succeeding. Indeed, you may
determine that the patient qualifies for a hardship write-off
or other financial assistance.

Finally, do not allow insurance denials to get out of
hand. Often denials occur due to some small error, such as
the transposition of numbers. These errors are easily re-
solved. In other cases, additional claims documentation or
a letter from the physician will be needed to appeal a
rejection. In some cases, it may be necessary for the physi-
cian to personally discuss the issues with the payers medical
director. Depending on the administrative structure in the
practice, someone will be given the authority to write off
contractual adjustments and other bad debts. These need
to be reviewed by a physician or administrative officer of the
practice to insure their validity. Care must be given that the
write off pen is not used without a sound valid reason and
not simply to reduce accounts receivable.

Refunds need to be processed just as judiciously as
accounts receivable. They really do not belong to the
practice and can make it appear that accounts receivable are
lower than they actually are. Government payers, as well as
the courts, often consider this a fraud and abuse issue.

Challenges.

(1) Implementing a strategy to prioritize denials and self-
pay patients based upon the size of the balance and the

 Used with permission 

Fig 2. Tracking of ac
greatest chance of being paid.
(2) Devise a strategy to offer discounts to self-pay patients
with large balances and high risk of nonpayment.

Benchmarking

Without accurate and timely steps as outlined, none of
the financial tools necessary for critical practice analysis
such as charges or cost per relative value unit (RVU) or
work RVU (wRVU), revenue per RVU, break-even fees,
practice expense RVU (peRVU), profitability will be accu-
rate. If we have followed our outline, our financial perfor-
mance should produce a positive bottom line and a strong
financial base. However, there is always room to improve.
Most specialty societies and trade associations publish in-
dustry standards that can be used to compare our results
with our peers. Some caution must be used as we are not
always comparing groups that are identical and often we do
not all measure everything by the same formula. Neverthe-
less, these comparisons are valuable and should not be
overlooked.

Key indicators of value to any practice would include
the net collection rate, days in accounts receivable, charge
lag days, denial rates, collection per RVU, bad debt etc.
(Table). A standard report should consist of total charges,
dollar amount submitted for payment, amounts paid/
adjusted/written off with a breakdown by physician, facil-
ity, CPT code, and payer. An aging report with accounts
receivables at 30, 60, and 120 days and beyond should be
required (Fig 2). As mentioned earlier, aging by the most
recent activity on the account is helpful. If the software
allows, a variance report of agreed upon payment rates and
actual insurance payment is also most useful.

Overhead costs should be reviewed on at least a quar-

ts receivable by aging.
terly basis keeping in mind that overzealously trying to
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reduce overhead could produce negative results. Investing
a little extra to obtain better information or that extra call to
an third party payer may be worth a great deal more than
saving a few staffing dollars.

Challenges.

(1) In addition to benchmarking financial performance,
the staff must also be evaluated on complying with
billing policies. If billing software allows, an employee
tracking number encourages accountability for denials
and errors in billing/registration.

(2) If your practice lags behind standard benchmarks, the
billing manager must be able to come up with a per-
formance improvement plan. Some warnings signs in-
clude: claims payment first pass rate �85%, paper re-
mittances are �30% of all posted charges, charge
master has not been updated in more than 2 years, a
compliance plan that has not been reviewed or updated
in 2 years, insurance contracts have not been reviewed
in 12 months, cash collections are lower than the
previous year, 40% or more of the A/R is �90 days old
and �80% of that is either self-pay or patient copay.8

CONCLUSION

The above outline was not intended to detail every
aspect of the revenue cycle, but to be a reminder that a
common sense, orderly and consistent approach to produc-
ing financial stability is not an option. As an owner of your
practice, you are undoubtedly familiar with some parts of

the general process of the revenue cycle. But, since the
survival of the practice depends on the most efficient and
accurate process, additional time spent on learning about
the details of the financial report and how your practice
compares with benchmarks is worth the extra effort. With
overhead expenses climbing and margins narrowing, even a
1% or 2% improvement in collections could make a big
difference to your bottom-line.
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